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This paper presents a geometric analysis of bifurcations leading to chaos for 
Hamdtonian systems with two degrees of freedom of the form .i = ,y. j = - VV( x), 
Two hifurcatlon parameters are consldcrcd. One is the energy Icbel and the other IS 
an angle. @, between two homoclinic orhits. Though global non-linearitics are 
necessary, the results arc obtained by local analysis of the flow near the origin 
where it is assumed that D2V(0) = - I, the 2 x 2 identity matrix. For a lixcd energy 
level it is shown that as Q, dccreascs through 90” the two homoclinic orbits blfur- 
cate into two homoclinic orbits, a periodic orbit, and connecting orbits. These 
orbits can then be used to defme a compact region in W. Now treating the energy 
as a parameter value the traJectory of orbits passing through this compact region 
can k described using symbolic dynamics. In this case it is shown that a single 
periodic orbit bifurcates mto three periodic orbits whose stable and unstable 
manifolds intersect transversely. 4’: 1988 Acadcmnc Prcu. Inc 
1. IN-~R~DUCTI~N 
In Hamiltonian systems, the existence of transverse intersections between 
the stable and unstable manifolds of distinct periodic orbits gives rise to 
regions in which solutions to the system exhibit complex or pathological 
behavior. For Hamiltonian systems arising from a Hamiltonian function, 
H: [w4 ---t [w, Rod [7], and Churchill and Rod [2, 3,4] established methods 
for showing the existence of such transverse intersections. Essential to their 
methods is the fact that along solutions of a Hamiltonian system the 
Hamiltonian function (i.e., the total energy) is constant. Thus, by consider- 
ing a fixed energy level, they need only consider a 3-dimensional system. In 
the examples considered in [3,4, 71, the analysis is almost exclusively 
limited to the energy levels at which the complex behavior is exhibited. 
In this paper, we treat the energy level as a bifurcation parameter, and 
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All nsbts of rcproducuon ID an? form rncrvd 
present an example in which a single periodic orbit bifurcates into three 
periodic orbits whose stable and unstable sets intersect transversely. Our 
example differs from theirs in two other ways. First, we do not assume the 
existence of any global symmctrics (compare with [3,4, 7)). For the sake 
of clarity, WC introduce a local symmetry at the origin. However, this sym- 
metry is not necessary and we sketch how the results can be established for 
the more general non-symmetric case. Second, the Hamiltonian functions 
considered in [3,4, 71 and here are all of the form H(x, y) = 
f( y, ~9) + V(x) where x, y E IL!*. In the former papers, the origin is tither a 
local minimum of V or a degencrdte saddle point (i.e., there exist directions 
in which V increases and other directions in which V decreases). In our 
example, the origin is taken to be a non-degenerate local maxima of Vz i.e., 
As will be seen, the set of pathological bounded orbits lies arbitrarily close 
to the origin. 
The energy level, H = 0, is the value at which the bifurcation takes place. 
It is assumed that on this energy level two orbits, homoclinic to the origin, 
appear. Furthermore, as the energy, H, is decreased, these homoclinic 
orbits become disjoint periodic orbits. Section 3 will show that if the 
homoclinic orbits approach the origin at a certain angle, then there exists 
another distinct periodic orbit. These three periodic orbits are the “basic” 
periodic orbits, whose stable and unstable sets are shown to intersect rans- 
versely. If we take the “angle” between the homoclinic orbits to be a bifur- 
cation parameter (we are now letting the Hamiltonian function vary), then 
we have another bifurcation occurring. In this case, two orbits homoclinic 
to the origin, with their “nested” periodic orbits, bifurcate into a periodic 
orbit and a region exhibiting the above-mentioned pathological behavior. 
Because WC assume that the origin is a non-degenerate critical point of Y 




can be approximated near the origin by solutions to the linear problem 
defined by H,,(x, y)=i(y, y)-i( u:xf + U&X:). This is done in Section 2. 
In fact, in order to present the concepts clearly, we only consider the linear 
problem in Section 2.1. To understand how the solutions behave near the 
origin WC restrict our attention to the set (zl H(z) = O> and replace the 
origin by a torus. This new space is called the critical manifold. On this 
critical manifold we define a new flow, compatible with that defined by 
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(l.l), and use this new flow to analyze the behavior of solutions passing 
near the origin. 
Whereas the results of Section 2 are local in nature, Section 3 begins the 
analysis of the global structure of the solutions. As such we need to 
introduce the global non-linearities of V. These are given as a series of 
assumptions concerning the qualitative behavior of the flow generated by 
the Hamiltonian system, rather than explicit restrictions on the potential 
functions. There are reasons for choosing this indirect approach. First, the 
hypotheses of the theorems are qualitative in nature. Unfortunately, the 
analysis required to check that a particular potential function satisfies uch 
hypotheses is often long, sometimes difficult, and usually ad hoc. For a dis- 
cussion on the types of functions which give rise to this qualitative 
behavior, or on the types of arguments which can be employed to 
demonstrate such behavior, the reader is referred to [14,7]. Second, in 
order to obtain pathologies in the manner described in this paper, one 
needs rather mild assumptions. In fact, most of the assumptions we make 
can be changed without significantly altering the results. We choose the 
conditions on V so as to emphasize the underlying causes of the results 
rather than to obtain the most general or most easily applicable results. 
Also, in Section 3, we restrict our attention, for the most part, to 
vxl>-c)= -$x:+x;,+ V,(x), 
where VO(x) is O(/~SC/~~) at the origin. We use the results of Section 2 to 
prove the existence of an isolated periodic orbit which persists for all 
energy levels near the bifurcation point H = 0. Changing to the case where 
the angle between the homoclinic points is used as a bifurcation parameter, 
we prove (Theorem 3.23) that a periodic orbit bifurcates out of two 
homoclinic orbits when the angle is 90”. Finally, we comment briefly on 
how similar results could be obtained for the case V(x,, x2) = 
-2 ya:x; + a;x;, + V,(x). 
The results of Sections 4 and 5 depend heavily on the work of Rod [7] 
and Churchill and Rod [2]. Section 4 shows that the hypotheses of their 
theorems are satisfied. Unfortunately, developing the language in which to 
state the hypotheses is a lengthy process. Thus, rather than repeat a sub- 
stantial portion of their papers [2, 3, 71, it is assumed that the reader is 
familiar with their work, and hence, only the results which differ substan- 
tially from theirs are proved. 
In Section 5, using symbolic dynamics, we classify the set of orbits which 
intersect a compact region defined by the “basic” periodic and homoclinic 
orbits near the origin. Our presentation of these results is very curt and the 
reader is referred to [2,6, 71 for a more complete interpretation of results 
of this type. 
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2. THE CRITICAL MANIFOLD 
2.1. The Linear System 
For the sake of clarity of exposition, we begin by considering a linea 
Hamiltonian system. For our purposes, the most general potential function 
we can choose is of the form, -4(afxf f azxi). However, since we are on! 
concerned with the qualitative behavior, we can scale out one of the coef 
ficients to get 
V(X) = V(x,: x2) = - 4(x: + a2xi), aa 1. (2.1 
This gives rise to the Hamiltonian function, H: lR2 x R’ -+ R where 
wx, y) = +<y, )+ V(x). (2.2 
If we let z = (x, y) E R2 x IR’, then Hamilton’s equations applied to (2.2 
give the linear system of differential equations, 




0 0 0 1 
10 00 
0 a2 0 0 
By the chain rule we have that H is constant on solutions of (2.3). Le 
M= {z E R4 1 H(z) = O}. One easily checks that the origin 0, is the onl: 
critical point of (2.3) and that OEM. In order to understand the behavio 
of solutions of (2.3) which lie in M and pass near 0, we will replace thl 
critical point by a critical manifold and define a flow on our new space 
which corresponds to the old flow on this manifold. This section details th 
construction of the critical manifold for (2.3). As will be seen in the nex 
section, this construction carries over to the class of non-linea 
Hamiltonian systems which interest us. 
Since (2.3) is a linear system it is possible to rewrite the differentia 
equations in polar form. Let S3(r) = (ZE R4( /lzI( = Y> and let i~,S~(l’ 
Given z E I$“\{ O> there exists a unique r > 0 and a unique c such tha 
z = ri. The polar form differential equations are given in the followin 
lemma. 
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LEMMA 2.1. (a) d/dt([, [) = 2([, [) = 0. 
(b) i=r(A[, [). 
(c) [=A[- (A(, [) 5. 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
ProoJ: (a) This follows from (5, [) = 1. 
(b) Differentiating z = rc gives rAc = ii + r[. Taking the inner 
product with [ and using (a) gives (b). 
(c) Substitute (b) into the above expression for i. 1 
Understanding the flow given by (2.4) and (2.5) turns out to be of great 
importance. Of particular interest is the fact that (2.5) is independent of r. 
This implies that S3(r) is an invariant set for (2.5), for all r > 0, which is 
not surprising since (2.5) is nothing more than the radial projection of the 
flow of (2.2) onto the unit sphere centered at the origin. Since S3(r) is an 
invariant set of (2.5) it makes sense to ask how the solutions restricted to 
S3(r) n A4 behave. Let PI: M+ R* be given by P,(x, y) = x. Let 
T(r) = S3(r) n A4 and define K(r) = {xl 2x: + (1 + a*) X: = r} = P,( T(r)). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. T(r) is homeomorphic to a torus, i.e., S’ x S’. 
Proof: K(r) defines an ellipse since r > 0, and hence is homeomorphic to 
a circle, i.e., S’. Given x E K(r), one can check that 
This implies that for all x E K(r), P; l(x) is homeomorphic to S’. We can 
think of T(r) as a fiber bundle with base K(r)-S’ and fiber P;‘(x)-S’. 
Since y corresponds to the velocity vector it is clear that T(r) is orientable. 
Thus T(r) is a torus. 1 
The eigenvalues of A are + 1 and fa. The corresponding eigenvector 
spaces are generated by (x,, 0, .1cr, 0), (?cr, 0, -x1, 0), (0, x2, 0, ax,), and 
(0, x2, 0, --ax*). The stable manifold to the origin, u/“, is spanned by 
(xr, 0, -x1, 0) and (0, x2, 0, -ax*). The unstable manifold, w”, is span- 
ned by (x,, 0, x,, 0) and (0, x2, 0, ax,). Thus both w” and W” are two 
dimensional manifolds contained in M. Let 
P(r) = w” n S3(r) and F(r) = W” n S’(r). 
The following is obvious. 
LEMMA 2.3. (a) F’(r) c T(r) and S”(r) c T(r) for all r 2 0. 
(b) S”(r) and F(r) are homeomorphic to S’. 
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Since (2.5) is independent of Y, the description of the flow on T(r) will be 
the same regardless of what value of r > 0 is chosen. Hence, without loss of 
generality, one can, for purposes of simplifying the calculations, let r= 1. 
To simplify the notation let T= T(l), S3 = S3( l), S” = SU( l), and 
s” = S( 1). 
LEMMA 2.4. Solutions to (2.5) have the following properties: 
(a) If [ is an eigenvector of A then [ = 0. 
(b) rf[ETand[$S”uS, then (~0. 
(c) Solutions on T\ { S” v s” > are heteroclinic orbits from fixed points 
of s” to fixed points of S”. 
If a > 1, then the fixed points on T are the eigenvectors of A which lie on 
T. Furthermore, the flow on S consists of the four critical points 
k22l/*(1, 0, -1, 0) and _+(l +Q~)-~/*(O, 1, 0, -a) plus heterocfinic orbits 
from (1 +u’))‘!~(O, l,O, -a) to &Zp”‘(l,O, -1,O) and ,fiom 
(1 + a*)-r”(O, - 1, 0, a) to &2-l’*( 1, 0, - LO). The flow on S” consists of 
the critical points f2-“2(1, 0, 1,0) and +(I +a’))1/2(0, 1, 0, a) pZus 
heteroclinic orbits from 2-112( 1, 0, LO) to f (1-t a’) -‘j2(0, 1, 0, a) andfrom 
221q-LO, -1,O) to +(l+aZ)-l~*(O, l,O,a). 
Zf a = 1 then all the elements of s’v S” are fixed points. 
Proof. All the results are evident if one recalls that (2.5) is the projec- 
tion of the linear flow (2.3) onto the unit sphere. i 
Since (2.5) is derived from a linear system, one might hope to be able to 
find a simple exact description of the heterochnic orbits on T. If one 
assumes that a = 1 then this is the case. For a > 1 we shall not attempt to 
do so except for a few special orbits. 
Notation 2.5. From now on t will denote a critical point in S” and q a 
critical point in S”. For a > 1, the possible values of < and q are given in 
Lemma2.4. If a=1 then t=(tr, t2, --?jl, --c2) and q=(q1,q2,rj1,y/2). 
DEFINITION 2.6. For fixed t and q define a path in S3 by 
w(& q) = w: [O, 1 J --+ s3 
where 
44t v; c) = 
(l-c)5+cl? 
11(1-C)5fcdl’ 
For fixed 5 and v, define T(c) = II( 1 - c) 5 + cq/) - ’ and let W(c) = 
T-‘(c) w(c). Finally, let w(c) = (w,(c), w?(c), w,(c), We). 
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PROPOSITION 2.7. ~(5, q): [O, l] -+ T if and only if q = 
AI (52, -417 -(l/Q) L ~s’3Ml(r2~ -51, -(l/Q) L d3)ll. 
Proof One needs to find the conditions on < and 9 such that for all 
CE [0, 11, H(~v(c))=~. By (2.2) this is the same as requiring that 
bi!:(c j + W:(C) - W;(C) - u’w;(c) = 0. (2.6) 
At this point there is a multitude of cases which need to be checked. If 
a > 1 then the results follow by simple substitution. We shall demonstrate 
the case in which a = 1. 
Substitution of Notation 2.5 and Definition 2.6 into Eq. (2.6) plus some 
simple calculations yield 
l,rl,= -L112 (2.7) 
ml: = al:. (2.8) 
Since <, r E S3, one has that 
2(5; + g, = 1 = 2($ + r/Z). (2.9) 
Using (2.9) to solve for t: and r: and substituting into (2.8) gives 
rli = ) t2. A similar argument gives Y/~ = f cl. The desired result now 
follows from (2.7) and (2.8). 1 
DEFINITION 2.8. Given 5, define o+ = (t2, -[,, -(l/u) c&,, at3)/ 
ll(52, -51, -(l/a) L d3)ll and r- =(-t2, tlT (l/a) L, -d3)/ll(-t2, 
cl, (lb) cd, -d3j1i. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. The curues w(r, q+ ; c) and ~$5, )I- ; c), for CE (0, l), 
represent heteroclinic orbits on T\{ s” v F}. Zf a = 1 these are aN the 
heteroclinic orbits described in Lemma 2.4. 
ProojY Again we are faced with a multitude of cases. We shall give the 
prooffora=l andq+. The other cases follow in a similar manner. Let I’ 
be the vector space spanned by < and q+. w(c) is a curve which lies in 
Vn S3. If for any fixed c, [ = w(c) and [E V, then i%‘(c) will represent a 
heteroclinic orbit. Equation (2.5) gives 
i = Aw(c) - (Aw(c), w(c)) w(c) 
= Z-A W(c) -T3(A W(c), W(c)) W(c). 
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What needs to be shown is that there exist real numbers n and e such that 
d< + eq , = <. Simple but tedious calculations give that 
. AW=(c<,-(1 -c)<,. -(I -~~)s~-c(,,(l-c)5,+ci~. 
(1 -cl<,-4,). 
(AW, W)=2c- 1: 
d= --I-(1 -c)[l +(2c-- ])I-‘], 
and 
c=fc[l-(2c- l)P]. 
The details of checking that d< + eq + = 4 is satisfied is left to the 
reader. a 
Consider (2.4) restricted lo T. Notice that 2 = t-i ES‘ implies i c 0 and 
z E s” implies 3 > 0. We want to describe the set of points on S3(r) at which 
i = 0. For r > 0 this means solving (Aj, <) = 0. One easily checks that if z 
lies in the vector space spanned by 
((I, \&a( 1 +u2)) I’?, 1, -@(J +a’)-“‘).(l,,,&(l +a’)). I’:, 
-I, &(l +a’)- ‘!2)} 
or, by 
{(-I, &(I +a’))-“2, 1, -/z(l +N*)-‘J). (- 1, ,,/&(I +a’)) I’?, 
1, JG( I + 112) ‘,Z)} 
then (.4z, z) = 0; i.e., if z = r< then t= 0. On the other hand, since 
V,( AZ. z) # 0 for all -? # 0, these planes are the only points for which i = 0. 
These two planes intersect T(r) in two disjoint circles. Figure 1 describes 
the flow of (2.5) restricted to T(r) for a> 1. If N= 1 then 3=0 at I+>((, q;c) 
ifandonlyifc=$ IfcE[O,t), thenr<OandifcE(&l] thenr>O. 
So far, the results of this section have been independent of r, the only 
restriction being that r > 0. Now consider the case r =O. In M, r=O 
corresponds to the origin which, according to (2.3), is a rest point. While 
(2.5) is still applicable when r = 0, it is of limited use when applied to a 
single point. Thus, to fully exploit (2.5) it is necessary to construct a critical 
manifold. CM, to replace M. In particular the origin in M, 0 will be 
replaced by a torus, CT, on which (2.5) is defined in a non-trivial manner. 
The details are what follows. 
Let A II B denote the disjoint union of two sets A and B. 






DEFINITION 2.10. Let X=R”\{O}ll.S3. Define ~:X+{~EIR”~~~L~~~>~} 
by 
h(z) = h(r[) = 
i 
(p+l)i if ZE R4\{O} 
r 
if ZEST. 
The topology of X is such that h is a homeomorphism. 
The following system of coordinates will be used to describe the elements 
of X. If z E X then z E R4\{ 0) or z E S3. In the first case, one writes 
z = r[ = (Y, i). In the latter case, one writes z = (0, i). Using this notation, 
one can check that (2.4) and (2.5) are well defined on X. Furthermore, 
(2.4) and (2.5) give rise to a continuous flow on X. 
Since M\ { 0 > c lR”\ { 0 } there is an obvious embedding of M\ { 0} into 
X given by z = vi t--* (r, 5). In addition, under this embedding M\(O > is not 
closed in X. Define CM to be the closure of M\ (0) in X. Let 
CT= CM’,(M\{O}). 
PROPOSITION 2.11. CT is homeomorphic to a torus. 
Proof: Notice that CTc S3 c X, hence z E CT implies that z = (0, [). 
Let [ET then (r, i)Ew{O} for all r>O. Thus 
lim (r, [) = (0, 5) E CT. 
r-0 
If < E S3\T then (0, [) is not a limit point of M\{ 0} in X, thus (0, [) 4 CT. 
Therefore CT and T are homeomorphic which by Proposition 2.2 implies 
that CT is homeomorphic to a torus. 1 
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The flow on CM is determined by (2.4) and (2.5). Notice that for (r, i), 
r > 0, one has the same flow as that determined by (2.3). However, on CT 
the flow arises from (2.4) and (2.5) for r = 0. Since elements of CT are of 
the form (0, [), CT is an invariant set of the flow. The flow is continuous 
on CM since (2.5) is independent of r and (2.4) is continuous in r for all 
r > 0. This flow, which is a mapping CM x R -+ C&1, will be denoted by 
((r,<),tjt-+(r,c).t=(r.t,[-tj, 
where r. t is determined by (2.4) and (i . t) is determined by (2.5 ). 
DEFINITION 2.12. For fixed r,, > 0 define 
B(r,)= ((r, <)ECMIrdrO} 
B”(r,)= ((r,,[)ECMlJdO) 
B”(r,)= {(r,, [)ECMI!aO). 
Remarks 2.13. (a) T(r) = B”(r) u B”(r). 
(b) It follows from Proposition 2.2, Lemmas 2.3, and 2.4, and (2.5) 
that B’(r) and B”(r) are homeomorphic to annuli. 
(c) B”(r)nB”(r) is homeomorphic to two disjoint circles (see com- 
ments following Proposition 2.9) which will be denoted by C,(r) and C,(r). 
(d) In the language of Conley [S], B(r), r > 0 is an isolating 
neighborhood for the maximal invariant set CT. The exit set and entrance 
set for B(r) are given by B”(r) and B”(r). respectively. Moreover, C,(r) and 
C,(r) are “tangency sets.” 
PROPOSITION 2.14. Given (r, [) E B”(r)\,!?(r) there exists a unique t* = 
t*(r, i)>Osztch that (r, 5).t*sB”(rj\S”(r) and(r, [j.[O, t*J c B(r). Define 
cp: B’(r)\??(r) -+ B”(r)\,!?(r) by cp(r, 5) = (r, 5). t*(r, i). Then rp is a 
homeomorphism. 
Proof: Because the flow defined on CM corresponds to the flow of the 
linear equations (2.3) for all elements except those on CT, it is clear that if 
(r, [). BBC B(r) then (r, <)E T(0). Also, from the linearity of (2.3), one has 
that if (r, 5). t E B(r) for all t 20 then (r, 5)~ F(r). Likewise, if 
(r, 5). t E B(r) for all t < 0 then (r, j) E S”(r). Thus, one has the existence of 
t* if (r, [)E B”(r)\S’(r), and one has that 
cp(B”(r)\S”(r)) = B”(r)\S”(r). 
That p is a homeomorphism follows from the continuous dependence on 
initial conditions of solutions of ordinary differential equations. 1 
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COROLLARY 2.15. q is the identity on C,(r) u C?(r) = B”(r) n B”(r). 
For the moment we restrict our attention to the case a = 1. In this case, a 
typical element of S(r) must be of the form (r, 0. Furthermore, 
lim,+ m (Y, 5). t = (0, 0 E SJ(0) c CT. By Proposition 2.9 and Definition 2.8, 
45, r+; c) describes the two heteroclinic orbits on CT connecting 
(0, ~)E,Y(O) to (O,gk)~SU(0). In addition, lim,,-, (r,q+)=(O,yl+). 
This allows us to define the following paths in CM. 
DEFINITION 2.16. Given any (Y, ~)ESS let r+(5): [0, 31 -+ B(r) denote 
the two paths defined by 
for SE [0, 1) 
r+(5)(s)=(o,,r(5,r~;s-l)) for s~(1,2) 
Y+(5)(2) = (03 yI* 1 
~+(5j(~)=(r,r+).(3-~)/(2-~) for s E (2, 31. 
DEFINITION 2.17. Let d be a metric on CM. Let y: [0, 31 + CM. Let 
(Y, [) E CM. One says that the orbit of (r, [) lies in an E-tube about y over 
the interval [to, tl] if for all te [to, t,]: 
inf 
s E co,31 
{d(y(s), (Y, 0. t> -cc. 
Recall that the purpose of the critical manifold is to describe the 
behavior of solutions of (2.3) near the origin. This will be done by 
demonstrating how cp acts on (r, 9) E B”(r)\,!?(r) if (Y, ~1) lies close to SS(r). 
By Proposition 2.14 there exists a unique maximal t* = t*(r, [) such that 
(r, i). [0, t*] c B. Let (r, 0 E p(r). Recall the construction of y rf: (l). Each 
“piece” of 1’ + is made up of a solution to (2.4) and (2.5). Thus, by con- 
tinuity one can choose (r, [) E B”\S” such that the orbit of (r, [) lies in an E- 
tube of either r+(t) or y-(t) over the interval [0, t*]. 
Remark 2.18. A technically incorrect but intuitively illuminating 
restatement of what we have just shown is as follows. If one considers the 
path of a solution to (2.3) in x-space, then those orbits which lie on the 
stable manifold to the origin, leave the origin on the unstable manifold in a 
direction perpendicular to the direction of entry. In application, this means 
that orbits on the surface M which pass close to the origin change direction 
by slightly less than 90” (see Fig. 2). 
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FIGURE 2 
We now consider briefly the case a > 1. Let 
and r& = ) (l/1/15,0, l/&, 0). Let (r, 5) E S”(r). If [ # + g’ then 
lim,,, (r, q). t = (0, + t2). Assume lim, _ ~ (Y, [). t= (0, t2). Then we can 
define y*(c): [0, 3]-+ B(r) as follows: 
?i+(5)(s)=(y,i).(s/l--s) 
r,(C)(l) = (0,5’) 
for SE [0, 1) 
,,+(i)(s)=(o,w(52,~:;s-1)) for sE(l, 2) 
Y*Kw)=wl:) 
~~(i)(sj=(r,q’+).(3-s)/(2-s) for SE (2, 31. 
If lim,, r(r, [). t = (0, -5’) then there is a corresponding definition for 
y t (i). The question of how to define y t ( f <‘) is more delicate. Because the 
system is linear, we have an exact solution for (2, 3), namely, z(t) = eArzg. 
Using this, we conclude that 1~~ should satisfy 
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(This involves checking that (Y, <) E CM close to (F, 5’) implies that 
(r, c). t*(r, [) is not close to (r, 9:)). Again, by continuity y+ can be used 
to describe the path of (Y, q)~lF(r)\SS(r) if (r, fj) lies sufftciently close to 
S(r). 
2.2. The Nonlinear System 
The results of Section 2.1 are easily extendable to the class of non-linear 
Hamiltonian functions, HE C’(lR2 x R2, R), given by 
WG Y) = 5(,: Y> + V(x), (2.10) 
where 
(2.11) 
and V,,(x) = o( (IxJj ‘) at the origin. As before, we note that the qualitative 
picture near the origin will not change if we set a, = 1. The differential 
equations of interest are given by Hamilton’s equation, i.e., 
2 = y 
9 = -W’(x). 
(2.12) 
As in the case of (2.3), the origin, 0, is a fixed point for (2.12) and H 
(i.e., (2.10)) is constant along solutions. Thus M= {zl H(z)=O} is 
invariant under (2.12 j. As before we can embed M\ (0 > into X and define 
CA4 to be the closure of M\(O) in X. Define CT=CM\(M\{O}). The 
question is whether the flow on CT determined by (2.12) is the same as 
that of (2.3). The following theorem answers it in the affirmative. 
THEOREM 2.19. (Hartman-Grobman; see [6, p. 131). Let z=f(z), 
z E R” and f (F) = 0. If Df (Z) has no zero or purely imaginary eigenvalues then 
there is a homeomorphism h defined on some neighborhood U of 2 in R” 
locally taking orbits of the nonlinear flow q,, corresponding to i = f(z), 
to those of the linear jIow efDf”j corresponding to i = Df (2) z. The 
homeomorphism preserves the sense qf orbits and can also be chosen to 
preserve parametrization by time. 
3. F%RIODIC ORBITS 
This section contains theorems concerning the existence of periodic 
orbits arising from the Hamiltonian systems of the form (2.12). It is worth 
emphasizing that these periodic orbits do not occur because of a global 
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symmetry but rather because of the local behavior described in Section 2. 
For the sake of clarity in our exposition we shall assume 
V(x) = -4(x? +x:, + V()(x). (3.1) 
This is a strong assumption as it introduces local symmetry. However, it is 
not crucial to the types of arguments used in the proofs that follow. 
Let E(h) = {x ( V(x) = h >, then E is called an equipotential set of V. Let 
k- < 0 < h +. h- and h’ will be lower and upper bounds for h and need to 
be chosen sufficiently small for the following results to hold. We do not 
attempt to estimate what these values should be. 
ASSUMPTION 1. (a) rf hE (k, 0) then E(h) = EO(h) u ET(h) u EB(h) 
where EO(h), ET(h) and EB(h) are disconnected curves in R”. (See Fig. 3.) If 
x = (x1, x1) E ET(h) then x2 > 0, and if x E EB(h) then x2 < 0. Furthermore 
ET(h) and EB(h) bound the regions (x 1 V(x) > h) away from the x,-axis. 
EO(h) is the boundary of a region {x 1 V(h) > h > which contains the origin. 
(b) If h = 0 then E(h) is as in (a). However, EO(h) is the origin. 
(c) Ifh E (0, h+) then E(h) is as in (a). However, EC)(h) is the empty 
set. 
To simplyfy the notation, if h =0 let E= E(O), ET= ET(O), and 
EB = EB(0). Let U: [0, l] -+ ET, v: [0, 1] + EB be parametrizations of por- 
tions of ET and EB, respectively (see Fig. 4). 
As before, the origin in R4 is a critical point with 2-dimensional stable 
and 2-dimensional unstable manifolds denoted by U”’ and w”, respectively. 
Let Pi(h): {z 1 H(z) = h} -+ lR*, i= 1, 2, be given by P,(h)(x, y) =x 
and P,(h)(x, ~1) = y. Again, to simplify the notation we write Pi= Pi(O). 
It is easily checked that if H(x, y) = h and XE E(h) then y = 0. Thus, 
no confusion should arise if one considers E(h) c W’ or E(h) c 
&bh , ET(h) 
EO(h) 
V(x)< h 
@ EBth, *’ 
FIGURE 3 
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FIGURE 4 
{(x, I!) 1 H(x, 1’) = h). In particular, U(S) and u(s) will be used 
interchangeably to denote elements of R2 and elements of M. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Given z E R” such that H(z) = h, define 
A.(z)=inf{t>OI P,(h)(z.tj lies on the x,-axis). 
ASSUMPTION 2. (a) u(O) and v(O) lie on the stable manifold of the origin. 
(b) A(u(s)) and A(v(s)) exist for all SE (0, 11. 
(c) Pl(u(.s)~A(u(s))=P,(n(s)~I(u(sj))for aNsE(0, 11 (See Fig.4). 
Let P*: A’-+ [ - 1, l] x [ - 1, l] for i= 1, 2 where PF(r, [) = (cl, iz) and 
PF(r, 5) = (iJ, i,). By assumption 2(a), u(0) and v(O) are elements of W”. 
Thus u(0) and o(0) are elements of M. By the conventions of Section 2 
lim u(O). t = (0, t(u)) E CT 
t+m (3.2) 
lim U(O). t = (0,5(u)) E CT. 
I + n; 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let @, 0" <@< 180”, be the angle defined by 
mau)) P,*(5(u)) cos @= IIP?Y~(u))ll . IIp1*(r(u))ll’ 
ASSUMPTION 3. 0”-=~@~90”. 
ASSUMPTION 4. If(x,(t), xl(t)) = P,(u(O)- t) then x,(t)>0 andxz(t)>O 
for a/I tE [0, cc). lf(xl(t),x,(t))=P,(v(0).t) then x,(t)>0 and x,(t)<0 
for all t E [0, co ). 
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DEFINITION 3.3. Let M(S) E [ -71, 0] and p(s) E [0, n] for s E (0, l] be 
defined by 
Geometrically, U(S) and fi(sj represent the angles through which the 
orbits originating at u(s) and U(S), respectively, cross the xi-axis for the 
first time. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Y(s)=/?(s)-a(s). 
ASSUMPTION 5. Y(l)< n. 
In order to emphasize the difference between @, the angle made by the 
homoclinic orbits which pass through u(O) and D(O), and Y, the angle 
made by orbits crossing the xi-axis, we shall always measure @ in degrees 
and Y in radians. 
THEOREM 3.5. Given asswnptiom l-5, there exists at least one periodic 
orbit on the energy surface (z 1 H(z) = 01. 
The proof of this theorem is straightforward once one deals with the 
following two technicalities. First, at present Y is only defined for s E (0, I]. 
One needs to extend the definitions of CI and p in such a way that they are 
continuous functions on the closed interval [O, 11. This in turn will mean 
that Y is a continuous function on [IO, 11. Second, one needs to know the 
value of Y(0). As will be shown, Assumption 3 forces Y(O) > rc. Assume 
these problems have been dealt with. 
ProoJ Since Y is continuous on [0, 11, Y(0) > x, and Y( 1) < E, there 
exists an s* E (0, 1) such that Y(s*) = X. This in turn implies that the orbit 
passing through u(s*j crosses the .y,-axis in exactly the opposite direction 
from the orbit passing through u(s*). Since V(u(s*))=O= V(t~(s*)), the 
velocity at these points is zero. Invoking the reversibility of Hamiitonian 
systems, one has that the same orbit passes through u(s*) and u(.s*) and 
hence that this orbit is periodic. 1 
The critical manifold can be used to define ~(0) and p(O) in such a way 
that c( and /J are continuous functions in [0, 11. For the moment, consider 
only the function ~1. As was mentioned before, a(s) represents the angle at 
which the orbit originating at U(S) crosses the xi-axis for the first time. By 
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(3.2) lim,, ~ u(O)_ I= (0, t(u)) E CT. Thus we have the two curves yl : 
[0,3] -+ CA4 defined in Section 2 such that y,(O) = u(O), y+( 1) = (0, t(u)), 
and ~+(2~=(0,~1.(~)). 
PROPOSITION 3.6. For s sufficiently small, the orbit of u(s) lies in an E- 
tube about y+ over the interval [0, t*], where t* is as in Proposition 2.14. 
Prooj By continuity of the flow, given any E >O, there exists t* >O, 
such that for s sufficiently small the orbit U(S) lies in an s-tube about I’+ or 
y- over the interval [0, t*]. Assume the latter, i.e., U(S) is close to y-. For 
all SE (0, 11 one has that PF(u(sj .A(+))) = (x,, 0) where -1~~ > 0. Hence 
one must be able to solve P~(w(~(u), y-(u); c)) = (x,, 0) where xr ~0. We 
shall show that this is not possible. 
Let <(u)= (p, mp, -p, -mp) where p>O and m >O. That c(u) must 
be of this form follows from Assumption 4 and Notation 2.5. This in 
turn implies rf--iu)=(-mp, P, -fizp, PI. Thus, in order for 
P:(w(~(u), u]-(u); c))= (x,, 0), it must be the case that (1 -c) mp+cp=O 
thus c = m/(m - 1). But c E (0, 1) hence m < 0, a contradiction. i 
A straightforward calculation gives: 
PROPOSITION 3.7. If c(u) = (p, mp, - p, -mp) where p > 0 and m > 0 
and if P,*(w(4;(uj, q+(u); c)) = (x,, 0) where x, >O then c= m/(m + 1). 
Let t(tl)=(q, -nq, -q,nq)whereq>Oandn>O. Let]‘-: [0,3]+CM 
such that y-~(O)=v(O), y-(l)=<(t)), and y-(2)=(nq,q,nq,q). 
PROPOSITION 3.8. For s sufficientl}) small, the orbit of v(s) lies in an 
e tube about y _ over the interval [0, t*]. Furthermore, if 
fYYd5(vh v-iv); c))= ( x1,0), xl>0 then c=rz/(n+l). 
The proof of Proposition 3.8 is similar to that of Propositions 3.6 and 
3.7. Direct calculation gives 
Pz*(w(<(u), q+(u); m/m+ 1)) =-- 
il+Lmz 
(m’- 1, -2mj 
Pz*O45(~~), r-(v);++ 1,)=$& 
J 
(n’- 1,2n). 
DEFINITION 3.9. a(O) E [ - rc, 0] and p(O) E [0, rc] are given by 
W40)) = ,(p;,$,,, 
p:,v.(l, 0)2g 
cww)) = ,,p;w,, 
li2L.(l,0):ZZL. 
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Using this definition one has that r and p are continuous on [IO, I] and 
hence that Y is continuous on [0, 11. 
~OPOSITION 3.10. y( 0) > ?T. 
Proof. Let 
and 
f* = P?t4tto), rl .tc); n/n + 1)) 
liP:(w(~(c), q-(u);nh+ 1))il’ 
Then r=(l/(m*+ l))(m’- 1, -2m) and I* =(lj(n*+ l)))(n*- 1, 217). 
Since m, n > 0 it is clear that I lies in quadrants III and IV of the plane, and 
/* lies in quadrants I and II of the plane. If it can be shown that I* lies to 
the left of -I then clearly Y(O) > 7~. Let (a, h) = -I-- I*. Showing that I* 
lies to the left of -1 is equivalent to showing that u > 0. Now, 
a=(1 -m’)/(l +m’)+ (1 -n’)l(l $-n2) 
=2(1 -m’n’)/(m’+ l)(n’+ 1), 
but Assumption 3 implies that mn < 1, and hence a > 0. 1 
Let us for the moment consider the case a > 1 in (2.12) and how it differs 
from what we have just done for a= 1. The x,-axis has been singled out as 
a reference line in Assumptions 1,2, and 4. When a = 1 this is not a restric- 
tion since V is locally symmetric about the origin. If a > 1 then the results 
one obtains will depend upon the reference line chosen. Assumption 2(a) 
works for a = 1 since all elements of S’ are critical points. if a > 1 then the 
results will change depending on whether u(O). t converges to 
&- (l/&)( 1, 0, - 1, 0) or _+ (l/,/=)(0, 1, 0, -a). Finally, we were able 
to give a sharp estimate for Assumption 3 (and hence Theorem 3.5) 
because we knew how the orbits u(s) converged to ;J +(u(s)) as s -+ 0. If 
a > 1 then the limit of the crossing angles will be sensitive to m, n, and CI. 
Therefore, while one can perform the same type of analysis for a> 1, the 
arguments will have to be more delicate or the resulting theorems less 
precise. 
DEFINITION 3.11. Let M(h) = {zl H(z)= h}. Let u(h): [0, 1] + ET(h) 
and o(h): CO, 1] -+ D(h) be parametrizations of portions of El‘(h) and 
E&h), respectively. 
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The results obtained up to this point have been proven only on the 
invariant surface M. This is due to the fact that any orbit which lies in 
M(/z), where lz # 0, is bounded away from the origin in R4. Therefore, one 
cannot expect that the flow on CT would provide a reasonable 
approximation to the orbits on M(h). However, having found results for 
M(O), slightly stronger conditions on V, as well as the fact that V is con- 
tinuous, should allow one to conclude that similar results hold for M(h), as 
long as h is chosen sufficiently close to 0. 
ASSUMPTION 6. (a) u and v are continuous on [h-, h+] x [O, 11. 
(b) For all SE (0, .l], I(u(lz, s)) and L(v(h, s)) exist. 
(4 P,(u(h,sj.~(u(h,sj))=P,(~(h,S).~(V(h,sj)). 
DEFINITION 3.12. a(h, s) E C-X, 0] and /?(I?, s) E [0, z] are defined on 
[h-, h+] x (0, l] by 
Y(h, s) = fl(h, s) - a(h, s). 
Notice that CI, p, and, hence, Y are continuous on [IV, h+] x (0, 11. 
THEOREM 3.13. Given Assumptions l-6 and given Ih+( and I/z- 1 suf- 
ficiently small, for each h E [h -, h+] there exists at least one periodic orbit 
n,(h), which lies in M(h) and intersects ET(h) and EB(h). 
Prooj By Theorem 3.5 there exists an s* such that Y(0, s*)=n. 
Furthermore, by Proposition 3.10, !Y(O, 0) > z’. Thus, there exists an 
S”E (0, s*) such that Y(O, s”) > z. Since Y is continuous in a neighborhood of 
(0, b), there exists b,, > 0 such that Y(Y(E, s”) > z for E E [ -6,, S,]. Similarly, 
by Assumption 5 !?(O, 1) < z, hence there exists 6, > 0 such that Y(Y(E, 1) < 7c 
for EE [ -6,, S,]. 
Let h- = max( -6,, -6,) and h+ = min(b,, 6,). Then h E [IT-, h+] 
implies that there exists s*(h) such that Y(Y(k, s*(h)) = n. l 
From now on k’ will be chosen as in Theorem 3.13. 
ASSUMPTION 7. If s1 <s2 then (cr(h, sl)l > l~(h, sz)I and Ip(h, sl)l > 
IB(k sd. 
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LEMMA 3.14. Assumptions l-7 emure that 17,(h) is unique for a given 
hE [II-, h+]. 
DEFINITION 3.15. Let s,(h) E (0, S(lz)] such that 
u(k SO(~)). [O, I(u(h, s,(h)))] n u(h, S(h)). [IO, J.(u(h, Z(hj)j] # 4. 
But, if s E (0, s,(h)) then 
u(h, s) . [0, l(u(h, s))] n u(h, S(h)). [0, L(u(h, i(h)))] = 4. 
Let s(h, s) be the x,-coordinate of P,(u(h, s)).A(u(h, 3)). Let 
~~(12)~ (O,?(h)] such that x(h, s,(h)) =x(h, 2(/r)) and if SE (0, s,(h)) then 
x(h, s) < x(h, s,(h)). 
LEMMA 3.16. .v(h, s,(h)) < x(h, S(h)) and if s-c so then x(h, s) -C 
x(h, S(h)). 
PROPOSITION 3.17. s,(h) = s,(h) = S(h). 
Proof In what follows, h is considered fixed and hence, to simplify the 
notation, is suppressed. By definition s0 < S. So assume so < Z. Furthermore 
assume x(s,) = X(S). By Assumption 7 Icl(sO)l > ICC(?)/, hence one must be in 
the situation of Fig. 5. But by continuity of the flow, there exists s” <so 
such that 
u(f). [O, A(u(s"))] n u(Z). [O, ACu(s"))] # 4, 
a contradiction. Thus x(soj < .X(S). Now either u(so). [0, ;i(u(sO))] intersects 
u(S) . [0, ;l(u(S) j] topologically transversally or not; i.e., tangentially but 
not topologically transversally. The former cannot happen since this forces 
the existence of s” as above. But if the intersection is tangential then 
Therefore, so = S. 
FIGURE 5 
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Thus either 0 <.sr <sO =.? or s, =sO =.?. Assume the former then 
x(s,) <x(S), a contradiction. 1 
COROLLARY 3.18. Given Assumptions 1-7: 
(a) u(h, s) . [0, n(u(l7, s))] n ~(12, S) . [0, A(u(h, S))] = 4 ifs# S. 
(b) v(/z, sj . [0, l(o(h, s))] n v(h, S) . [0, ,I(v(h, S))] = 4 ifs # S. 
Prooj The machinery developed starting with Lemma 3.14 proves (a). 
The proof for (b) is similar. 1 
THEOREM 3.19. Given Assumptions 1-7, for kc [k, h+], 17,(h) is an 
isolated periodic- orbit irz M(h); i.e., there exists a neighborhood U of M(k j 
such that M(h) is the maximal invariant set in U. 
ProoJ: First one constructs what will be the isolating set. Since s*(h) is 
the unique solution to !P(s, lz) = 7c, it must be that for 0 < s1 < s* < sz < 1, 
one has ‘Y(h, s,(h)) > 7c > Y(h, s,(h)). 
The orbits P,(u(si(h)) . [0, L(u(sJh)))] and f’,(~~(si(hjj. CO, l(u(si(h)))l 
for i= 1,2 can be used to define a compact region, denoted N,,(h), con- 
tained in the set {xl V(x) < h) (see Fig. 6). Let 
PN,,(h) = PcY~~NNdh)). 
To see that PN,,(h) is an isolating neighborhood of Z7,(/2), one must show 
that the flow has no internal tangencies on PN,,(h). By construction, the 
only tangential orbits are those which pass through u(s,(h)) or u(s,(/z)) for 
i= 1,2. However, the conditions on a(s,(h)) or /I(s,(Iz)) force the orbits to 
leave in positive and negative time at the respective points 
ET(h) 
FIGURE 6 
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and 
U(SJh)) . I(O(Si(h)). 
Thus there are no internal tangencies. 
One now needs to show that 17,(h) is the maximal invariant set in 
PN,,(1z). Assume not, i.e., assume that there exists some other orbit 
ZI’ # 17,(h) which is contained in PN,,(h) for all time. Given s,(h j and s,(h) 
such that 
construct PNjk(h)cM(h) in the same manner that PNJh) was construc- 
ted from s1 and s2. Let 
PN(~)= n (mvjk(hjp7ww,(h)} 
i,k 
By Corollary 3.18, there exists s,,(h) and xk+(h) such that PN(hj= 
PN,.,.(h). Thus 17 must have a point of tangency with PN(h). But since 
If’ # Z7,, this means that 17’ must leave PN(h), a contradiction. B 
DEFINITION 3.20. A line (segment) L is a gradient line (segment) of .Y if 
for every x E L such that Vv(x) # 0, one has that VV(x) is parallel to L. 
ASSUMPTION 8. There exist gradient line segments Li, i = 1, 2 qf V which 
intersect the origin. Furthermore, L, intersects u(h, 0) and L2 intersects 
u(h, 0)for all hi [h, h+]. 
The following proposition is obvious. 
PROPOSITION 3.21. If h E [h -, 0] then there exist bounded orbits IT:(h j 
such that 
(a) P,(ZZ,(hj) c L1 and intersects both EO(h) and ET(h). 
(b) Pl(L7,(h)) c L, and intersects both EO(h) and m(h). 
Furthermore, if h -C 0 then ITi( h) is a’ periodic orbit and if h = 0 then Ii’!(h) 
is a homoclinic orbit with the origin as the critical point. 
Let V: (0,901 x R* -+ R be continuous, @E (0,903, and write t7&-u) = 
V(@, x). Assume that for fixed @, V@ satisfies Assumptions 1, 2, and 48 
where @ equals the angle in degrees between L, and L,. Again fixing @, 
define a,(s), p&s), and Y,(s) as before for the potential function Ye. 
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PROPOSITION 3.22. Given V, as above, Y@(s) is a continuous function 
on (0, 901 x (0, I]. In addition, for fixed @, ul, is continuous on [0, 11. 
ProoJ The fact that YQ is continuous on [0, l] follows from the con- 
struction of YQ and the definition of Y@(O). 
For lixed @, one has the partial parametrization of ET(O) and EB(0) 
corresponding to V,. Denote these by U@ and a@. Since V is continuous on 
(0,901 x FP, one can choose u0 and vQ to be continuous on 
(0, 901 x [0, 11. Showing that Y is continuous on (0,901 x (0, l] is 
equivalent to showing that IX and ,6 are continuous on this region. Because 
CI and p are similar, it is enough to show that c( is continuous: 
a&) = cos - I 
(PZ(U~(S).~(~4,(S))), (12 0)) 
IIP*(KD(s) *4bsb)j)ll . 
Hence, it is sufficient to show that Q(S). ;l(u,(s)) is continuous on 
(0, 901 x (0, 11. Because u is continuous, given s > 0, there exists 6 > 0, 
such that if II(@, s) - (Go, s)ll < 6 then Ilu&s) - u@,j(s)l( -C E. Now by the 
standard theorems on continuity with respect to initial conditions for 
solutions of ODE’s one has that U@(S) . J(u&s)) is continuous. 4 
THEOREM 3.23. Let V be as above. Let s*(Q) be the unique solution to 
Y(@, s) = rc. Then lim,,g, s*(Q) = 0. 
Proof Reviewing the proof of Proposition 3.10, one sees that 
Y(90,O) = x. Hence by Assumption 7, Y(90, s) < rc for all s > 0. Let (Gn} 
be a sequence such that @,, + 90 and s*(Q),) -+s,,. By continuity of depen- 
dence on parameters for ODE’s, one has that @(90, s,,) = rc. Hence 
SfJ =o. 1 
It was shown earlier (Theorem 3.5) that if the angle 6, between the pro- 
jection of the two homoclinic orbits n,(O), i= 1,2, onto -x-space is less than 
90”, then there exists a unique periodic orbit n,(O). Theorem 3.23 says that 
as this angle goes to 90” from below, the periodic orbit n,(O) collapses 
onto the two homoclinic orbits, n,(O) and n,(O). 
4. CROSSING ORBITS 
Let V be a potential functions as in the previous chapters satisfying 
Assumptions 1-8. Furthermore, for the sake of simplicity assume that the 
positive xi-axis is a gradient line of V. Let P,(h)(lTi(h))= xi(h) for 
i= 1,2, 3. Let J(h), hE [h-, h+] be the compact region in [wz with boun- 
daries given by EO(hj, ET(h), EB(h), Lj for i? 1, 2, and x3(h). (see Fig. 7). 
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Let $(h)=P;‘(hjJ(h). Given ZER’ define Q(:)=z.rW and 9,(z)= 
P,(Q)), i= I, 2. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let H(z) = h. Assume that there exists to and l, sue’ 
that t,<t,, P,(z.t,)~n~(h), P,(r.t,)~n~(h)~ and z. [to, tl]~j(h). The) 
one denotes z by z,j(h) and ~~(12) is called a crossing orbit $rorn rrj(h) t 
njth ). 
In use :,(/I) will be taken to mean both an orbit with the above propert: 
and a generic point on such an orbit. Notice that O,(rg(h)) intersects Ic;(h 
and rr;(lz) transversally. In particular, the orbit originates outside of J(h: 
enters J(h) via 7ci(lr), and exits J(h) via 7c,(1zj. 
THEOREM 4.2. There exists z&O) for i, j= 1,2, 3, (except i= j= 3 
Furthermore, there exists G(O) E EB(0) and ii(O) E ET(O) so that C(O) = r,,(O 
und ii(O) = ~~~(0). 
Proof: Let ii = ~(0, s”). Then for S sufficiently close to 0, the orbit of 
lies in an c-tube about y + over the interval [0, t*] (see Definitions 2.17 an 
2.18). Hence there exists t, >O such that P,(ii. t,)~n,(O) (see Fig. 8a 
Since the system is reversible, letting t, = - t,, one has P,(ii . to) E n,(O 
Clearly, Pi(ii.[t,, t,])cJ(O). Therefore, ii=z2JO). 
The proof that there exists C(O)=z,,(O) is similar. 
To find z~,, where j= 1, 2, notice that because the positive x,-axis is 
gradient line there exists iE f(O), such that PI(z) = (x,, 0), where xi > 
and z is on the stable manifold of the origin. By Definition 2.5, one has tha 
iim I.+ r i. t=(O,c) where t=(ti,O, -<i,O) and hence one can defin 
7 r(z) as usual. Now choose 2 close to z, so that the orbit of Z lies in an t 
tube about y+(z) on the interval [0, t*], but so that Z is not on the stab1 
manifold., Then Z = zj2. Similary, choosing E close to z, again, not on th 
stable manifold, but lying in an a-tube about y ._, gives z3, (see Fig. 8b 
The reversibility of the system implies the existence of zi3 and zl,. 




Recall Assumption 8. Let lyli equal the slope of Lj where i= 1,2. By 
Assumption 3, (-l/ml) <nz,. So choose z on the stable manifold of the 
origin so that Pi(z) = (x,, mx, j where m >m, and -l/m <mz (see 
Fig. 8~). As before, construct the y + curve corresponding to z. Then there 
exists 2’ close to z, so that the orbit of Z lies in a [0,3] s-tube about 7 + . 
Since z E f(O), Z can be chosen such that 5 E f(O). Now one readily checks 
that there exists t, < I, such that Pi(?.t,)~~i(0), P,(z”. t)~rcJO), and 
2. [to, ti] c y(O). Thus. Z = zi2 (0). Again, the reversibility of the system 
implies the existence of z2,. m 
THEOREM 4.3. Let h E [h-, h’]. Ther there exisrs z&h) where 
i, j= 1, 2, 3 (except i= j= 3). If 11~ [/I-, 0) t!len zj3(h) e-u&s. Furthermore, 
one can choose C(h) cl%(h) and fi(h)c ET(h) so that C(h) ‘z,,(h) and 
G(h) = z,,(h). 
ProoJ If h ~0 then choose z so that H(z) = h, P,(z) = (x,, 0) and 
n, > 0 and P*(z) = (yl, 0) where ~1~ < 0. Then z = zJ3(h). 
Theorem 4.2 gives the existence of ~~~(0). Having chosen a particular 
z,(O), notice that &z,(O)) is bounded away from the origin and that 
f3,(z,(O)) intersects ~~(0) and ~~(0) transversally. Thus for IRc) and l/r+ 1 
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sufficiently small, one can invoke the continuity of the flow to ensure that 
there exists ~~(12). 
The existence of G(h) = z,,(h) and ii(h) =z,,(h) also follows from con- 
tinuity. 1 
THEOREM 4.4. For 1, > 0, but sufficientiy small it is possible to choose 
r,-(O), for i, j = 1, 2, 3 ( except i=,j=3), such that (~,,O)E~~(Z&~)). 
Proqf: Recall the proof of Theorem 4.2. In each case, zii was shown to 
exist by choosing a -? whose orbit lay inside an appropriate-y+ e-tube. But 
each such s-tube contains orbits which lie arbitrarily close to the origin and 
hence the positive x,-axis intersected with each s-tube gives an open inter- 
val of the form (0, a). Choosing the minimum of these five a’s gives an 
interval (0, ii) such that if Z, E (0,Gj then there exists zii such that 
(i,, 0) E ti,(z,). 1 
COROLLARY 4.5. For h E [h --, h + 1, one can choose z,(h), where 
i, j= 1,2, 3 (except for i=j= 3), such that there exists -S?,(h) > 0 with 
(1,(h), O)~O~(z,(lz)). If hE [Izc, 0) then the Same is true for i= j= 3. 
From now on it is assumed that z,(h) is chosen in this manner. 
In what follows the techniques of Rod [7 J are used extensively. It is 
assumed that the reader is familiar with [7] or has a copy readily 
available. A slight modification of his work is necessary since n;(O), i = 1, 2 
are homoclinic orbits rather than periodic orbits. Thus we are forced to 
regenerate his definitions and lemmas in this different setting. We shall use 
the notation of [7] and refer to the proofs therein whenever possible. 
The orbits f3(rii(h)) will be used to divide S(h) into three regions, which 
in turn can be used to classify the solutions of (2.12) which intersect f(h). 




Strictly speaking D,(h) cannot be defined as above if h > 0. So in this 
case let 
8,(h)= {(x,,0)106x,~.W)} 
Zj(h) = Dj(h) u d,(h) for i#j#k#i 
Ci(h) = P;‘(h)(zAh)), i= 1,2, 3 
D,(h) = P,‘(h)(&(h)). 
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For h d 0, set 
Referring to Fig. 9, let 2*(/z), i= 1, 2, be the curves shown (see 
Assumption 9 below). In particular, E;“(h) connects ET(h) with EO(h) and 
ET(h) connects M(h) with EO(lz). Let 
‘q?(h) = P,‘(h)@:(h)). 
R,(Iz) is the compact region in J(h) bounded by Ei(h) and Z”(h) for 
i= 1,2, 3, segments of ET(u) and EB(h), and the ?c,-axis (see Fig. 9). Set 
Ri(h) = P,‘(h)(Ri(h)). 
Theorem 3.19 guarantees that R3(hj is an isolating neighborhood for 
17,(h), 11 E [lz-, 12’1. 
ASSUMPTION 9. There exists c*(h) for i= 1,2, so that if h < 0 then 
R,(h) is an isolating block for n,(h). If h = 0 then Ri(0) is as in Fig. 10, in 
which case, it is assumed that the on!y bounded orbits in Ri(0) are n,(O) and 
the fixed point at the origin. Furthermore, any orbit which is tangent o Z;(O) 
or ZT(O j lies either on the stable manifold, or on the unstable manifold of the 
origin, or leaves Ri(0) in foruvard and backward time without enterirlg the 
interior of R,(O). 
The importance of this assumption is that R,(h) and R,(h) are isolating 
blocks for Z7,(lr) and 17,(h). For conditions on P’ which induce the 
FIGURE 9 
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FIGURE 10 
existence of such isolating neighborhoods the reader is referred to 
Churchill, Pecelli, and Rod [ 11. 
LEMMA 4.7. (Rod [7, Lemma 3.1 I). Let i = 1, 2, 3, h 6 0. Then 
(a) Di(h) is a closed topological two-disk, and 
(b) each Ci and each ZT is a topological two-sphere. 
DEFINITION 4.8. For i = 1, 2, 3, h d 0 let 
b’(h)= {zEZ,(h)Ithereexists&>Owithz.(O,&]cint Ri(h)j 
h,(h) = (z~Z~(h)\ there exists F>O with 2. [-E. 0) tint R,(h)) 
T,(h)=Z‘,(h)/{b’(h)ub~~(1~)). 
LEMMA 4.9. For h 6 0, i= 1, 2, 3, 
(a) the b,* are disjoint open hemispheres in Zi transoerse to the flow 
Gth b; = {(x, -y)I (x, JljEb: ). 
(b) The tangency set, Ti, is homomorphic to a circle. 
(c) The orbits through points of Ti “bounce off the region Ri to the 
outside” (except when h = 0 and i = 1, 2). 
Proof. For h t0 or i= 3 see [7, Lemma 3.31. So consider i= 1, h =O. 
By Lemma 4.7, D, and D, can be represented as in Fig. 11 where 
P,(8Di) = (jZl, 0) and concentric circles project to single points in A2 under 
P,. Notice the orientation chosen for the y values. The dark lines represent 
the tangencies to D, and D3 and thus T,(O) is homeomorphic to S’. 
The proof for T2(0 j is similar except one considers D, and D,. 0 
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D, (0) D,(O) 
FIGURE 11 
DEFINITION 4.10. For i = 1, 2, 3, h d 0, and z E b,+ (h j set 
0+(/z, z)=inf(t>OIz.tEbi(k)t; 
for zEb,(h) set 
provided that the inf and sup exist. Define q,?(h): b,?(h) +bjF(lz) by 
q~(Iz)(z)=z.r~i+(h, z) where the domain of q:(h) is the same as that for 
rs: (h). 
LEMMA 4.11 (Rod [7, Lemma 3.41). For hE [k, 01, i= 1, 2, 3, g:(h) 
is continuous where defined with the domain being an open subset qf b:(h). 
cpi* (12) is a homeomorphism from domain to range with inverse qiF (h). 
DEFINITION 4.12. For h E [h -, 01, i = 1, 2, 3, define 
T~(h)={z~b+~z.(O, a)nZT#q5andz.(O, cz~)nZ~=ti) 
r~~(h)=l’zEbiIz.(-~,O)nC*#~and=.(-~,O)nCj=~). 
Notice that T:(h) consists of those points whose orbits pass from Ci 
through Ri and leave via CF in + time. 
DEFINITION 4.13. Let ATi+-( i= 1, 2, 3, h E [h-, 01, be the domain in 
b’(h) of the mapping q,‘(h). 
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DEFINITION 4.14. For i = 1, 2, 3, 12 E [lz -, 01, let 
a’(h)= (ZEb+(h)lz. [O, “j)C&) 
a,~(h)=IzEb;(h)lz.[-‘~,o]cR,j-. 
In addition for i = 1, 2, the origin is included in a,? (0). 
It should be clear that 
LEMMA 4.15. For i= 1, 2, 3, /ZE [W, Oj, T:(h), NT’(h), and a:(h) are 
disjoitzt. Tizis is also true for i = 3 and h = 0. If i = 1, 2, and h = 0, then this 
holds except that a+ (0) n ai: (0) is the origin. 
It should also be clear that any orbit in 1(/z) which passes through 
T:(h) must leave y(h) in forward or backward time. Should an orbit 
belong lo a:(h), then that orbit must be bounded in positive or negative 
time. Finally, any orbit which belongs to NT:(h) cannot leave y(h) 
through R,(h) immediately. Thus analyzing how orbits pass through f(h) 
can be reduced to examining the orders in which the orbits can intersect 
T’(h). NT’(/z), and u:(h). 
LEMMA 4.16 (Rod, [ 7, Lemma 3.5 and following comments]). For 
i= 1, 2, 3, arzd h E [lz-, 01: 
(a) The T’(h) are homeonzorphic operz disks in Xi. 
(b) Tlze NT,‘(h) are homeomorphic opens sets irz Zf. 
(c) The a:(h) ure homeomorplzic subsets in Xi. 
LEMMA 4.17 (Rod, [7, Lemma 3.61). For i= 1,2, 3 and hE [II-, 0) or 
i=3 and h=O: 
(a) The boundary of T+ , aT+ is a continuunz wlzich separates Zi. 
(b) NTi+ is an open annulus with boundary T, v y,, wlzere yi is a con- 
tirzuunz which separates NT,‘- from T: in 6:. 
(c) a,! (hj = y;(lz) LJ ST,+ (/I) is a colztinuunz which separates Zi into two 
components. 
ASSUMPTION 10. For h E [h-, 0) and i= 1, 2, 3, a: is the irztersection of 
a sequence of closed annuli AZ(i) c bi*, each contairzirzg a$ irz its interior, 
with AZ+ l(i) c int(Az(t)) for m = 1, 2, 3,.... 
Assumption 10 will be used in the following section to describe the 
behavior of orbits passing through y(h) for h < 0. Again, for conditions on 
V which induce the existence of such annuli, the reader is referred to El ]. 
To see that these conditiorls actually imply Assumption IO, see [3]. 
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5. BOUNDED ORBITS 
In this section the potential function V satisfies Assumptions l-10 and 
the positive x,-axis is taken to be gradient line. The results are presented as 
a classification of the solutions to (2.12) which intersect f(h) for 
12 E [h-, 11’1. This classification takes the form of a description of the order 
in which the orbits pass through lij(h) for i= 1,2, 3. As will be seen the 
classification changes dramatically depending on whether 11 >O, h = 0, or 
I? < 0. The value of this example, however, comes from viewing h as a bifur- 
cation parameter. In particular, 12 = 0 is a bifurcation point where the set of 
bounded orbits changes from a single periodic orbit to a “pathology” of 
bounded orbits. 
5.1. he (0, 12’1 
Since h is assumed fixed and greater than zero, it will be dropped from 
the notation. 
THEOREM 5.1. For h E (0, h + ] the onl)’ bounded orbit in f is 17,. 
ProoJ: This theorem is actually a corollary of Theorem 3.19 for the case 
/I> 0. Recall that in the proof an isolating neighborhood PN,? is construc- 
ted. In this case we can choose si = 0 and s2 = 1. Hence f = PN,,. m 
5.2. h=O 
For this case we return to the ideas of Rod [7]; however, it will become 
more evident where the differences lie between the description of the boun- 
ded orbits in his example and ours. The first step is to describe the 
behavior of the solutions to (2.12) as they cross the disks D,, D,, and D,. 
Notice that aD, = 8D, = irD,. 
DEFINITION 5.2. For i= 1, 2, let e,(l) and e,(2) be the first point and 
last point, respectively, at which e(z,j intersects D3. Let e3( 1) = 
(Z1,O, -jl,O) where X, is as in Theorem 4.4 and pi > 0. Finally, let 
e,(2) = (2,) 0, jJ,, 0). 
Using Corollary 4.5 and keeping in mind the conventions used in the 
proof of Lemma 4.9, one can represent Dj, i= 1,2, 3 as is done in Fig. 12. 
Furthermore, 8(z,,) divides D, into a closed right half disk, RD,, and a 
closed left half disk LD,. Similarly 8(z,,) divides D, into RD, and LDz. 
Finally, D, is divided into a closed upper half disk, UD3, and a closed 
lower half disk, LD3, by the orbits on the stable and unstable manifold of 
the origin which project onto the positive x,-axis. In addition, int(RD,) 
consists of the orbits which leave R2 and immediately enter R3, and 
int(LD,) consists of the orbits which leave R, and immediately enter R,. 
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4 “2 
Similar statements can be made for the interiors of LD,, RD,: LD,, and 
CTD,. 
We arc intcrestcd in describing how u,+, T,*, and NT,l intersect D, for 
i, ,j= I, 2, 3. For our purposes it is sufficient to show that the geometric 
information present in Fig. 13 is correct. To do so we shall restrict our 
attention to RD, and b’D, and claim that the arguments for the other half 
disks are similar. Our strategy is to determine the sets ZRD, n T: and 
SUD, n T;L and then USC results from Section 4 to obtain Fig. 13. To do 
this the following notation will be useful. If a, h~o?D, (ZD,) then (a, h) 
denotes the open segment of SD, (ZD,) obtained by starting at a and 
proceeding to h along c?D, (SD,) in a clockwise direction. [ti, h] denotes 
the corresponding closed segment. 
We begin with two technical lemmas which, are relevant since 
D’V(O)= .-I. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let 2 = (x0. 0, 0, x0) where x0 > 0. Let Z= (x0, 0, yr, yz) 
where yl < 0, yz > 0 and H,.(i) = 0 (H, is defined as in (2.2)). Consider 19(z) 
and O(i) .so/ution.s to the linear equations (2.3). Then O,(z) n H,(Z) = (x,, 0). 




Pro~J The exact solution to (2.3) is given by z(t) =cxp(tA) z(0). More 






Thus a solution to e,(z) n Q,(?) must be a solution to 
Q(t) x0 = e(t,) x0 + Yu(t,) )‘I 
and 
Y(t)x,= Y(to) y2. 
Since HL(Z) = 0 and or < 0, one has that 
~1~ = - JG;. 
Substituting (5.2) and (5.3) into (5.1) gives 
r 




[e(t) - e(t,)y = F(t,j + P(t). 
Expanding gives 
4- {,r+Q +e’~‘Ofe~‘+‘O+e~‘~‘Oj =o. 
The only solution to this is t= t,=O. 1 
LEMMA 5.4. Let z = (x,, 0, -x0, 0), x0 > 0 and 4 = (x0, 0, yl, ~1~) where 
y1 < 0, yz > 0 and HL(Z) = 0. Consider e(z) and @(I) solutions to the linear 
equation (2.3). Then e,(z) n e,(z) = (x,, 0). 
Proof The proof is the same as that of Proposition 5.3.. 1 
PROPOSITION 5.5. [f 11 (i,, O)\l is small enough then z E (e3( 1) zzl] c T: 
ProoJ: Choosing I/(X,, O)il small means that one can approximate on 
bounded time intervals the orbits Q,(z) of the non-linear flow (2.18) by the 
orbit of e,(z) of the linear fow (2.2). By Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4, e,(z) (linear) 
is bounded by the positive x,-axis and t?,(z,,), both of which intersect 
Z:(O). Thus e,(z) (non-linear) crosses Z’:(O), i.e., ZE T;(O). 1 
With these general results established, we can now turn to the specific 
examples. We begin with RD,. Clearly, 8(z,, j c T:. Combining this with 
Proposition 5.5 gives that (ej( l), z2r] c T: and e,(l)E T:. Lemma 4.16 
says that T: n RD, is an open set in RD,; hence, there must be a com- 
ponent of this open set which contains 8(z,,) u [e,(2), z2,]. Thus, we can 
represent T: A RD, as in Fig. 13. 
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Since the x,-axis is a gradient line of V, e,(2) E 7;+. Referring to the proof 
of Theorem 4.2 (see Fig. 8b), one can conclude that [z?,, z,~] c TT. Be 
definition, ez( 1) leaves J via Z:; thus, e2( 1) $ T3f u T,‘. Similarly, 
e,(l)+ T3+ u T;. Therefore, dT,+ n(e,(l),zz3)=qd and aT,+ n 
( z,~, e,( 1)) # 4. Again, this is what Fig. 13 indicates. It should be clear that 
the boundaries of the components of T3f and T: shown in Fig. 13 are sub- 
sets of a: and a:, respectively, and that a: n a; = 4. 
To determine how Tl: intersects RD,, we shall consider how TT and T2+ 
intersect LD, and then use the reversibility of the Hamiltonian system to 
obtain the desired results. We already know that (e,(l), ~~~1 c T: and 
e,( 1) E T: . A similar set of arguments shows that [z,~, e,(l)) c TT. 
Clearly, T,+ n T2f = 4; hence, e,(l) E aT: n aT,+. Also, since el( 1) $ T,+ we 
have that 8T: n (el( l), z,J # 4. 
Now consider UD,. Let e denote a line segment connecting 0 and z2, in 
UD,. Recalling the proof of the existence of zZL (Theorem 4.2), one 
recognizes that if z E e\(O ). then z E T: n T,-. [O, zzl] u e bounds a region 
in UD3 and Proposition 5.5 can be used to show that any element interior 
to this region is an element of T:. [e,(2), 0) is defined by the x,-axis and 
hence is contained in Tc thus by previous remarks [e2( l), 0) n T: = tj. 
Therefore, we can conclude that for i= 1, 3, T,? and a+ are as in Fig. 13. A 
similar argument can be used for Ti: and a;, i= 2, 3. 
We are now in a position to consider the classification scheme and prove 
the existence, or lack thereof, of certain orbits. Our classification will be 
done by describing the sequence in which the orbits pass through the 
interiors of the Ris, i= 1, 2, 3. Let s be a sequence (sk) (possibly bi- 
infinite) where sir # sk + , and SUE ( -,xJ, 1, 2, 3, ‘xj >. Though we are 
currently concerned with h = 0, it will be shown that to classify the orbits of 
(2.18) which intersect f(/z), il E [h-, 0), one needs the following nine types 
of sequences: 
(Tl) s is a bi-infinite sequence {s/;}r= _ a and sk E (1, 2, 3). 
(T2) s = {.s~}~=~ and sli E {I, 2,3}. 
(T3) s={.s,>f=, ands,E{1,2,3}. 
CT41 SE f,y I= , k,k=Oands,=-~,sk~(1,2,3}fork~1. 
(T5) s=:s,}~=_,ands,=~,s,~{1,2,3}fork~-1. 
(T6) s= {s~};,~ and SUE {1,2,3}. 
(T7) s= {.s~};=~ and sO= -co, SUE {1,2,3} for 1 <k<n. 
u-8) s= (s~};,~ and s,= m, SUE (1,2,3) for Odkcn. 
(T9) s=(s~)~,~ and sO= -co, s,=m, and s,~{l,2,3) for 
O<k<n. 
To see how these sequences describe orbits, notice that given s= (sk}, 
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one can assocate a sequence R(sj = {R(s,) 3, where R(s,) = R,, 8 
sk E ( 1, 2, 3 >. One says that an orbit follows s, if as time increases the orbit 
passes into the interior of each R,, successively. If s0 = - ,x, as in (T4), 
(T7), and (T9), then one says that the orbit entered R(s,) via Cz. 
Similarly, ifs,, = m as in (T5), (T8), and (T9 j, then one says that the orbit 
left R( s,, ~ , ) via ,L’in _, . 
Though all sequences of the form (Tl )-(T9) are necessary in the case 
h < 0, for h = 0 the results are much simpler. This is what one expects since 
k = 0 is the bifurcation point. As Theorem 5.6 demonstrates. the only 
sequences which appear fall into the types (T6)-(T9), and furthermore, 
most sequences in (T6)-(T9) are not realized. However, comparing the 
results of Theorem 5.6 with those of Theorem 5.8 allows one to see how the 
appearance of the critical point at the origin “separates” orbits entering 
and exiting J via Z‘, u Z:. This separation is the bifurcation which gives 
rise to the pathology of orbits in %. 
THEOREM 5.6. s is a sequence representing an orbit on the energy lezie! 
H= 0 if and only’ ifs = {sx-> satisfies: 
(I) There exists at most one k such that sk = 3. 
i(2) If{.b.w ,)={1,2,1}or{2,1,2)thens,=-x;ands,=~. 
(3) 47” IIS,, s2,s3}=(l,2,3} or (2,1,3} thensO= --x8. 
(4) ~‘{~,,~~,~)3={3,2,1)or(3,1,2) thens,=x. 
(5) (1,2]- and (2, l} are not possible sequences. 
Proof. We first show that if s repesents an orbit then s satisfies (1) 
through (5). Let e(z) be an orbit repesented by s. 
(1) We need to show that if sI = 3 and k # 1 then sk # 3. Without loss of 
generality we can assume s0 = 3 and we need only show that sk Z 3 for all 
k > 0. If s, = x8 or s1 does not exist then we are done. Thus s1 = 1 or sI = 2. 
In either case the argument hat follows is similar so let sI = 2. This implies 
there exists t, such that Z. t, E LD,. By Fig. 13, one can conclude that 
z.t,ET:, z.t,ET: or z.t,Ea: =a;. In the first case, by the definition 
of T:, s: = 1 and s3 = ‘m. In the second case s2 = rx; and finally if 
r.t,Eat =a2 + then s2 does not exist. 
(2) The assumption that (1, 2, l> = (sk, s2, So] implies that there exists 
t,<t, such that z.t,ELD,, z-t,EUD3 and z.(t,,t,)cR?. Referring to 
Fig. 13 we have that Z. t1 6 Tz implies Z. t, E T;, and z. to $ T,f implies 
z.t,ET;; thus s = ( -xx, 1, 2, 1, a}. A similar argument applies to 
(2, L2). 
(3) Assume {sL, s2, sjj = (1, 2, 3)., then there exists t,< t, such that 
z.c,ELD,, z.t,ERD, and z.(t,, t,)c R,. Since s3=3, z-to+ Tzf hence 
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Z. t, E T,- and therefore s,, = - ~1. If {sr , s?, sj j = (2, 1, 3 > the argument is 
similar. 
(4) The argument is similar to that of (3). 
(5) s= (1,2) means that G; intersects a+ non-trivially in LD,\ {O >. 
Figure 13 says this cannot happen. 
Showing that, ifs satisfies (I)--( 5) then there exists an orbit whose path is 
represented by s, is easy but tedious. (l)-(4) implies that the length of s is 
less than or equal to 7. Thus there exists a finite number of possible orbit 
types. Checking that each orbit in fact exists is therefore possible and left to 
the reader. As an example we shall demonstrate the existence of 0(z) given 
a particular s. 
Lets=(-co,1,2,3,1,2,ccl:=(s,)~=,. Weneed totindzsuchthat 
0(z) is represented by s. Let K, be a closed set with non-empty interior 
such that K, c LD,\( TT u Tz v a: ) and K, n a; # 4. We can choose K0 
small enough so that cpz (K, j c RD,. Thus if z’ E K,, and s’ represents e(z’j 
then s’ = { -- io, 1,2, 3,...}. There exist subsets of K,, which in forward time 
pass near n,(O) and exit from R, into R,. (See Rod [7] for details). Thus 
4 # K, z cp: ‘2 cp’ (K,) n D,. Furthermore, K, n Tzf # 4. Thus if z E K, and s 
represents 0(z) then s = { - cc1, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, co }. 
COROLLARY 5.7. (a) Zf s= (3, l}, (1, 3}, (2, 31, OY (3, 2} then there 
e.vists at least one orbit 0(z) which is represented by s. 
(b) There exists at least countably many distinct orbits of the type 
s= {1,3, l}, {2,3,2), (1,3,2), or (2,3, 11. 
(c) There exists uncountably many distinct orbits of the tj’pe s ifs is 
not qf type (a) OY (b). 
Proqf: See Rod [7] for details. 1 
5.3. h E [h -, 0) 
In this region we have three periodic orbits whose stable and unstable 
manifolds instersect ransversally. For this case the work has been done for 
us by Churchill and Rod [2, 31. Theorem 5.8 implies that the set of boun- 
ded solutions is much more complicated when /I< 0 than when h = 0, since 
any sequence of type (Tl j-(T9) corresponds to an orbit passing 
through 6. 
THEOREM 5.8. (a) Let s be of type (Tl). Then there exists uncountably 
many solutions oj- (2.18) which pass through the sequence of regions R(s). 
(b) Let s be qf the type (T2b(T5) or (T7)-(T9). Then there exist 
uncozmtably many solutions passing through the sequence R(s). 
(c) Let s be of type (T6) with n 2 3. Then there exist at least coun- 
tably many solutions passing through R(s). 
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Proof This theorem follows from a collection of theorems in [Z, 33. 
More specifically, (a) follows from Theorem 1.3 in [3] and (b) and (c) 
follow from Theorem 6.4 in [Z]. 1 
THEOREM 5.9. Assume s is of type (Tl) and periodic with period n, i.e., 
sk = sk + n for all k where n > 0. Then given art)? m > 0, there exists at least 
one periodic orbit which passes through the sequence 
m-times und then closes up. 
ProoJ See [3, Theorem 1.31. 1 
Both Theorem 5.8 and Theorem 5.9 are dependent on Theorem 1.3 of 
Churchill and Rod [3]. In their paper they give six hypotheses that must 
be satisfied in order for the theorem to hold. It is straightforward to check 
that the first two are satisfied. The third hypothesis follows by arguments 
similar to those of [3, Section 31. The fourth hypothesis is Assumption 10 
in Section 4 of this paper. The fifth hypothesis is also satisfied by the results 
of Section 4. Hence only their sixth hypothesis needs to be demonstrated. 
This is the content of the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 5.10. Let UC T; be the maximal connected open (relative 
to Ci) set containing ziie T,: which is carried homeomorphicall~~ by the.flol*r 
onto U* c T,+ . Also, let KC a,: be any connected set intersecting the closure 
of U which is carried homeomorphically 617 the flow onto K* c T,+ v a,+. 
Then: 
(a) The closure of U is carried homeomorphically by the flow onto the 
closure of U*. 
(b) The closure of K is carried homeomorphically by the flow onto the 
closure of K*. 
Prooj Let cp: U + U* denote the homeomorphism. If p E U then 
q(p) = q E U* and there exists t(p) > 0 so that p. t(p) = q. Let q be in the 
closure of U* and let q, -+ 4 where q,z E U* for all n. Then there exists 
P,~ E U and t(p,J > 0 such that p, : t(p,) = qn. The closure of U is compact, 
hence there exists a convergent subsequence {p,] such that pm -+ p an 
element of the closure of U. If it can be shown that there exists a t(P) such 
that @. t(s) = 4, then (a) will be shown to be true. It is sufficient to show 
that (t(p,, j> is bounded. 
So consider the case i= l,j= 2. Define M(z) = (m,, m2, m3) by letting mi 
equal the number of times 6,(z) crosses Di for i= I, 2 and nz3 equal the 
number of times 0,(z) crosses the positive x,-axis. Since for ZE U, Sr(zj 
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always crosses each arc transversally, M: U + Z x Z x Z is continuous. But 
M(z,~) = (0, 0, 1); thus M(z) = (0, 0, 1) for all ZE U. If { r(p,,)) is unboun- 
ded then either: 
(a) there exists pn E U such that M(p,) = (HZ,, n12, m,), where either 
mj > 1 or ~2, > 0 for i = 1, 2, or 
(b) 8(p,) remains arbitrarily long in R,. 
Case (a) cannot happen since M is continuous and case (b) cannot happen 
since this would force ~1~ to be arbitrarily large. 
The proof for the other z$s follows in a similar manner. The proof of (b) 
is also similar. 1 
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